
2013 RUSSELL 3000 SAY ON PAY RESULTS  

SEMLER BROSSY / 6.19.13  

VOTE OF THE WEEK: HECLA MINING 20131 20121 20111 

OUTCOME 56% 87% 88% 

1-YR TSR 13% -53% 82% 

3-YR TSR -1%  23%  6% 

CEO PAY2   $3.9m $3.6m $2.9m 

REVENUE $321m $478m $419m 

MARKET  
VALUE 

$1.7b $1.5b $2.9b 

COMPANY INFORMATION, PERFORMANCE, AND CONTEXT  

‒ Hecla is a mining company active in the western portion of North America producing lead, zinc and bulk concentrates 
as well as unrefined gold and primarily silver bullion bars. 

‒ As of fiscal year end 2012, one, three and five year TSR numbers were 13%, -1% and -9% respectively; net income 
decreased to less than 10% of its prior year’s value going from $151m in 2011 to $15m in 2012. 

PAY PROGRAM 

‒ The Annual Incentive Plan is composed of 11 quantitative and qualitative metrics related to operational and 
developmental goals; components are not weighted and are evaluated by the Compensation Committee annually. 
NEOs are further evaluated based on individual, primarily subjective, measures. 

‒ Long term incentives for the NEOs are composed of RSUs and a Long Term Incentive Plan that evaluates performance 
over a three year period.  For the 2010 grant which paid out most recently, metrics were silver resource growth, 
silver production growth, cash flow based on fixed silver prices and timely completion of the #4 shaft at Lucky Friday 
Mine.  Payouts are delivered in cash, common stock, restricted stock or a combination of the three at the 
Committee’s discretion and range from 0-200% of target.  In determining annual grant levels, the Committee does 
not explicitly consider realized or realizable compensation from prior LTI awards. 

‒ Additionally, beginning in 2012 the CEO is awarded a performance share grant with a relative TSR metric and target 
payout equal to his  RSU grant 

 CHANGES IN RESPONSE TO 2012 SAY ON PAY VOTE  

‒ Implemented share ownership guidelines 

‒ Introduced a formal clawback policy 

‒ Amended the compensation peer group to more accurately reflect Hecla’s size and industry participation 

‒ Changed the 2013 LTIP grant resource growth metric to a reserve growth metric 

‒ Increased vesting period from one year to three years for RSUs  

‒ Added the aforementioned CEO performance share grant 

ISS PROPOSAL SUMMARY EXCERPTS 
“A vote AGAINST is warranted. Hecla has compensated its CEO consistently above the peer median, yet performance 
has lagged behind its GICS peers in 1-, 3-, and 5-year TSR. This misalignment is likely fueled by benchmarking at the 75th 
percentile for total compensation and multiple incentive opportunities. This concern is magnified by a lack of disclosure 
in relation to the company's short- and long-term incentive plan.” 

Source: Semler Brossy data and analysis; Fund Votes LLC; ISS Voting Analytics; S&P Research Insight; Hecla Mining DEF14A. 

1 Financials as of the three most recently disclosed fiscal year ends (i.e., FYE2012, FYE2011, and FYE2010).             2 As disclosed in the Summary Compensation Table.  

 

Hecla Mining passed Say on Pay with 56% support after receiving 
above 85% support in each of the prior two years. We had initially 
reported that Hecla failed in 2013 as the company received 49% 
support at its annual meeting on May 15 th. However, Hecla took the 
uncommon step of adjourning the portion of the meeting pertaining 
to the Say on Pay vote until June 14th at which time additional 
voters and others who changed their mind swung the vote to a 
passing level. Nonetheless, Hecla received low support from 
shareholders; likely reasons include: 

– Targeting total compensation at the 75th percentile of the comparator 
group while TSR is below the median of Hecla’s GICS peers 

– Increased CEO pay caused by the new performance share grant  
– Discretionary nature of the Annual Incentive Plan 
– LTIP award metrics are not disclosed at the time of grant 
– Single trigger equity vesting upon a CIC 
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